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An index-related fund

Fact sheet | 30 April 2014

*Figures for periods of less than one year are cumulative returns. All other figures represent average annual returns. Performance figures include the reinvestment of all dividends and any capital gains distributions. The performance data does not take
account of the commissions and costs incurred in the issue and redemption of shares. Basis of fund performance NAV to NAV with gross income reinvested. Basis of index performance is total return.

**As we (the fund manager) pay all running costs out of our Annual Management Charge (AMC), we expect our Total Expense Ratio (TER) to be the same as our AMC. ETFs are purchased and sold
through a stockbroker or execution platform and not directly with the issuer. An investor will incur trading costs in addition to the issuer's stated TER.

***The minimum initial investment for anyone approaching Vanguard directly is £100,000. However, for investments via consumer or adviser platforms the minimum initial investment will be determined by
the platform. 

†This figure represents the total fund assets inclusive of all share classes of the fund.

For further information on the fund’s investment policy, please refer to the Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”). Vanguard Asset Management,
Limited, only gives information on products and does not give investment advice based on individual circumstances. If you have any questions related
to your investment decision or the suitability or appropriateness for you of the product described in this factsheet, please contact your financial adviser.

Key fund facts

Inception date ISIN SEDOL Citi MexID Bloomberg
GBP

Income Shares 23.06.2009 GB00B5B74F71 B5B74F7 FPD0 VVDWEU VDWXEII
Accumulation Shares 23.06.2009 GB00B59G4Q73 B59G4Q7 FPC9 VVDVWE VDWXEIA

Benchmark Index ticker Trading frequency (cut-off) Settlement
FTSE Developed ex-U.K.
Index

GPVAN5TR Daily (12:00 London Time) T+3

Domicile Investment structure IMA Sector Valuation point
United Kingdom UK OEIC Global Underlying Market Close

Base currency Total assets† Ex-dividend date Distribution date
GBP GBP (million)  1,272 1 November 31 December

Investment manager Minimum initial investment*** (GBP) Taxed distribution
The Vanguard Group, Inc. Income Shares – 100,000 Net

Accumulation Shares – 100,000

Performance summary*
GBP—Vanguard FTSE Developed World ex-U.K. Equity Index Fund

Income
shares

Accumulation
shares

Net of
expenses

Net of
expenses

April 2009 – 2010 —% —%
April 2010 – 2011 8.14 8.14
April 2011 – 2012 -2.42 -2.42
April 2012 – 2013 22.10 22.10
April 2013 – 2014 7.08 7.08

Objective
The fund seeks to track the performance of the index.

Investment strategy
The fund employs an indexing investment strategy
designed to achieve a result consistent with the
replication of the index by investing in all, or a
representative sample of, the securities that make up the
index, holding each stock in approximate proportion to its
weighting in the index.

Management Charge
AMC/TER** 0.30%

Fund Charges
Preset dilution levy on subscriptions —  

Preset dilution levy on redemptions —

Entry Charge†† —

††Assesed to compensate for Stamp Duty
Reserve Tax related expenses.

Quoted historic yield
Income Shares 1.76%
Accumulation Shares 1.73%

Performance*
GBP—Vanguard FTSE Developed World ex-U.K. Equity Index Fund
Benchmark—FTSE Developed ex-U.K. Index

Income
shares

Accumulation
shares

Net of
expenses

Gross of
expenses Benchmark

Net of
expenses

Gross of
expenses Benchmark

1 month -0.59% -0.57% -0.56% -0.59% -0.57% -0.56%
3 months 3.13 3.21 3.21 3.13 3.21 3.21
Year to date 0.10 0.19 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20
1 year 7.08 7.40 7.42 7.08 7.40 7.42
3 years 8.45 8.78 8.73 8.46 8.78 8.73
Since inception 14.26 14.60 14.65 14.26 14.60 14.65

Key investment risks - Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments, and the income from
them, may fall or rise and investors may get back less than they invested. Where investments are made in assets that are denominated in
multiple currencies changes in exchange rates may affect the value of the investments.
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The Accumulator
Highlight
Income / Accumulation Shares – How the fund distributes dividends. If you own accumulation shares then your fund automatically reinvests its dividends for you. Fattening itself up until the day you need to sell. Income shares deposit the divis in your account where you are master of their fate.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Fund name – This normally decomposes into Fund manager e.g. Vanguard; geographic region covered e.g. Developed World excluding the UK, and some indication that this is a passive fund e.g. tracker, index or ETF are the usual tells.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Objective – The magic words we’re looking for here are that the fund “seeks to track the performance of the index”. Or will “closely match the performance of the index”. We’re just after reassurance that this is definitely an index fund and not some other confounded contraption.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Investment Strategy – Most of the fund industry will fob you off with some marketing formula designed to reassure while conveying very little real information: something about ‘seeking growth while mitigating downside risks’. With an index fund you should be told how it replicates the index: by physically holding a sample of stocks, for example.
‘Holding each stock in approximate proportion to its index weighting’ means the fund is tracking a market cap index. This is the way most trackers work unless they are smart beta products or some other form of exotica.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Inception date – The date the fund started trading. It takes a while for new funds to bed down so it makes sense to avoid one that’s been around less than a year. The longer a fund’s track record, the more you can rely on its performance data.

The Accumulator
Highlight
ISIN – The International Securities Identification Number is the best way to identify your tracker across platforms. Ticker symbols can vary and fund names are often hideously mangled by online brokers, but as long as you can cross-reference the ISIN number then you’ll know you’re trading the right fund.
The SEDOL code for the London Stock Exchange can be useful too, but don’t worry about the rest.

The Accumulator
Highlight

The Accumulator
Highlight
Benchmark – This is critical. What index does your tracker actually track? Does it cover the asset class you want? Does it expose you to the right securities? The best advice is to Google the index and find out more about it. This piece about choosing the right tracker considers some of the questions you might want to ask.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Domicile – What is your fund’s country of residence? It’s worth knowing for two reasons. Firstly, if it’s anywhere bar the UK, Ireland or Luxembourg then you’ll be unnecessarily exposed to withholding tax.
Secondly, the UK compensation scheme doesn’t apply outside dear old Blighty. Ireland and Luxembourg have less generous terms.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Investment structure – Index funds should be Open-Ended Investment Companies (OEICs) or Unit Trusts. ETFs or ETCs are fine too. Steer clear of trackers that don’t conform to those structures.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Total assets – How big is the fund in millions of pounds? The larger it is the less vulnerable it is to being wound up if panicky investors flee. Index trackers are rarely closed. Closure results in your assets being sold and the proceeds returned to you in cash. The major downsides are you’ll be out of the market for a time and may incur capital gains tax if your fund is held outside of a tax shelter.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Base currency – Anything other than Sterling exposes you to foreign currency fluctuations. For example, if your tracker’s base currency is the US dollar then the fund will increase in value if the dollar gains against the pound, setting aside the performance of the underlying stocks for the moment.
If the fund’s underlying dollar-priced stocks gain in value but the pound rose against the greenback then fund performance would be lower than if currency exchange wasn’t an issue.
Foreign currency exposure is generally considered to be a neutral risk factor but retirees generally shy away from the extra volatility.
Many ETFs will list a Sterling version of a dollar fund on the stock exchange but this fund will still be subject to currency risk. It’s the base currency that counts not the trading currency.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Ex dividend date – If you bought shares in the fund before this date then you will be eligible to receive the next dividend payment as long as you held the shares at any point on the ex dividend date. If you sell the shares after this point then you’ll still receive the dividend.
If you buy shares on this date then they won’t be eligible for the upcoming dividend payment. However the fund price typically falls by the amount of the dividend on this date, so you shouldn’t lose out.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Distribution date – Dividends are paid on this date.

The Accumulator
Highlight
AMC/TER/OCF – The main cost of a fund is expressed as the Ongoing Charge Figure (OCF). The older and still widely used name is the Total Expense Ratio (TER). Keep this cost as low as you can because you pay it every year from your assets, regardless of whether your fund is a winner or a loser.
AMC stands for Annual Management Charge. Except in the case of Vanguard funds the AMC is usually lower than the TER or the OCF. As such, it’s a misleading figure and you should always find out what a fund’s TER or OCF is instead.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Other fund charges – A dilution levy is OK because it covers the cost of trading the fund’s underlying stocks as individuals enter or leave the fund. As a passive investor it’s not in your interest to pay a share of those costs for speculative traders who nip in and out like gadflies.
Entry charges that cover the cost of stamp duty for UK funds are also fine.
Trading costs and stamp duty are paid by every fund. Funds which don’t levy these fees upfront will reclaim by subtler means – usually through tracking error.
Avoid initial charges levied for any other reason and performance charges.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Quoted historic yield – This is usually calculated by summing the dividends paid over the last 12 months and dividing it by the unit price of the fund on the day quoted by the factsheet.
I don’t think this is a particularly useful figure because everyone seems to calculate it slightly differently, there’s no guarantee that future yields will be similar and it’s the total return of the investment that counts, not just the yield.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Past performance is over-rated as a useful measure of a fund. Again, because the past is no guarantee of the future and because passive investors believe it’s near impossible to consistently pick the best funds.
Instead a passive investing strategy relies upon a diversified asset allocation to deliver your expected return.
If you decide that you need a Developed World fund in your diversified portfolio then don’t ditch it just because the developed world takes a beating for a few years. A down-at-heel asset class will doubtless rise again if you give it time. Meanwhile you’re buying it on the cheap and all but locking in future success.
The main use of performance figures is to check that your fund is doing what a tracker should – hugging its benchmark for dear life.
The closer your tracker’s returns shadow its benchmark (aka its index), the better. Look at the returns net of expenses and ignore all data below three years. The longer the track record, the more trustworthy the data is. We really want at least five years of worth of results to make an informed decision, but that’s a luxury we don’t get.
A good tracker will generally trail its benchmark by around the cost of its OCF. This piece on tracking error goes into more detail on comparing similar funds.

The Accumulator
Highlight

The Accumulator
Highlight

The Accumulator
Sticky Note
See the original article at: http://monevator.com/how-to-read-a-fund-fact-sheet/



Weighted exposure

Fund Benchmark
Basic Materials 5.3% 5.3%

Consumer Goods 13.3 13.3

Consumer Services 10.5 10.4

Financials 21.4 21.4

Health Care 10.7 10.7

Industrials 13.2 13.2

Oil & Gas 8.5 8.5

Technology 10.7 10.7

Telecommunications 3.1 3.2

Utilities 3.3 3.3

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Top 10 holdings

Fund
Apple Inc. 1.7%

Exxon Mobil Corp. 1.4

Microsoft Corp. 1.0

Johnson & Johnson 0.9

General Electric Co. 0.9

Wells Fargo & Co. 0.8

Nestle SA 0.8

Chevron Corp. 0.8

Procter & Gamble Co. 0.7

JPMorgan Chase & Co. 0.7
Total 9.7%

Characteristics

Fund Benchmark
Number of stocks 1,947 1,936

Median market cap £28.0bn £28.0bn

Price/earnings ratio 18.2x 18.2x

Price/book ratio 2.1x 2.1x

Return on equity 15.8% 15.8%

Earnings growth rate 10.9% 10.8%

Non-US holdings 41.9% 41.9%

Cash investments 1.3% —

Turnover rate 7% —

Equity yield (dividend) 2.3% 2.3%
The PTR (Portfolio Turnover Rate) approach considers the total security purchases and sales, the total subscriptions and
redemptions and the average net assets of the fund to calculate the turnover figure. Data as at 30 April 2014.

Vanguard FTSE Developed World ex-U.K. Equity Index 
An index-related fund

© 2014 Vanguard Asset Management, Limited. All rights reserved. F9208EN_042014

For more information contact your local
sales team or:
Web: http://global.vanguard.com
Transfer Agent (Europe): Tel. +0800 408 2065
Adviser support: Tel. +0800 917 5508
Email: enquiries@vanguard.co.uk

Source: The Vanguard Group, Inc.

SEDOL data has been provided from the London Stock Exchange’s SEDOL Masterfile™.  ”SEDOL” and ”SEDOL Masterfile” are registered trademarks of the London Stock Exchange.
The material contained in this document is not to be regarded as an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy or sell securities in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation is against the law, or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make
such an offer or solicitation, or if the person making the offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so. The information on this factsheet does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice. You must not, therefore, rely on the content of this presentation when
making any investment decisions. For further information on the fund’s investment policy, please refer to the Key Investor Information Document (”KIID”). The KIID and the Prospectus for this fund are available in local languages from Vanguard Asset
Management, Limited via our website https://global.vanguard.com/.
The Manager of Vanguard Investment Series plc is Vanguard Group (Ireland) Limited. Vanguard Asset Management, Limited is a distributor of Vanguard Investment Series plc. Vanguard Investment Series plc has been authorised by the Financial Regulator in
Ireland as a UCITS and has been registered for public distribution in certain EU countries. Prospective investors are referred to the Funds’ prospectus for further information. Prospective investors are also urged to consult their own professional advisers on the
implications of making an investment in, and holding or disposing shares of the Funds and the receipt of distributions with respect to such shares under the law of the countries in which they are liable to taxation. Issued by Vanguard Asset Management, Limited
which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Glossary for fund characteristics

The fund characteristics section above contains a number of metrics that professional investors use to value individual stocks against a market or index average. These metrics can also be used to value and
compare funds to the market by taking the average of all the stocks held in the fund and comparing them to those of the fund's benchmark index. We've provided a definition of the terms used for your
convenience.

Earnings growth rate is a measure of growth in a company's net income (what remains after subtracting all the costs from a company's revenues) over a specific period (often one year). Earnings growth can apply to previous periods or estimated data for
future periods.

Median market cap (capitalisation) looks at all companies in a mutual fund portfolio and calculates the mid point market capitalisation. Market capitalisation represents the aggregate value of a company's stock.

Price book ratio compares a stock's market value to its book value (the accounting value of a stock). It is calculated by dividing the current closing price of the stock by the latest quarter's book value per share.

Price earnings ratio (P/E ratio) of a stock is the price paid for a share divided by the annual profit earned by the firm per share. A stock with a price of £10 a share, and earnings last year of £1 a share, would have a P/E ratio of 10.

Quoted historic yield reflects distributions declared over the past twelve months as a percentage of the mid-market unit price, as at the date shown. It does not include any preliminary charge and investors may be subject to tax on their distributions.

Return on equity is a measure of a company's profitability that reveals how much profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested.

Turnover rate is the total value of sales and purchases of stocks by a fund, less any subscriptions and redemptions monies into or out of a fund, expressed as a percentage of the fund's average value, over a specified period (usually one year).

Top country diversification

Fund Benchmark
United States 58.1% 58.1%

Japan 9.1 9.1

France 4.4 4.4

Germany 4.2 4.1

Switzerland 4.1 4.1

Canada 4.0 4.1

Australia 3.6 3.6

Korea 2.0 2.0

Hong Kong 1.6 1.6

Spain 1.6 1.6
Total 92.7% 92.7%

The Accumulator
Highlight
Number of stocks – The more stocks the fund holds the better (up to the benchmark number) as it will be more diversified and is more likely to replicate its index accurately.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Market cap – If you’re comparing small cap funds then a lower market cap is more likely to capture the return premium.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Price/earnings ratio – Or the p/e ratio is a method of valuing stocks and markets. The lower the ratio the more likely your expected returns will be high in the future. It’s far from guaranteed though and not much more reliable than Red Sky At Night…

The Accumulator
Highlight
Price/book ratio – Or p/b ratio is the primary measure of the value premium. If you’re after a value fund then the lower the p/b ratio, the better.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Turnover rate – Again, low equals good. The turnover rate is a measure of how often the fund trades. Trading incurs fees so the lower the turnover the less your return is being snaffled by some Ferrari-driving stockbroker.

The Accumulator
Highlight
Weighted exposure / Top 10 holdings / Top country diversification – Think of this section as a quick peek at the contents of your fund before you buy. It should be enough to give you a feel for what you’re getting.
You can dip deeper into the box and discover every single stock in the index, if you like. That’s generally not necessary if you’re sticking with broad based index trackers that track the developed world or the UK or emerging markets rather than niche products that expose you to aquafarming or leveraged oil & gas futures.
Your main task here is to make sure you’re aware of any big beasts in the room. In other words, is the index dominated by just a few stocks, or countries, or economic sectors? If so, is that a problem? Does it mean your portfolio is under diversified overall?
An All-World tracker shows you what a healthily diversified index looks like. This represents Global Capital’s best estimate of the most efficient use of resources. As such it’s probably a better choice than anything we can come up with on our own and should form the bedrock of your equity asset allocation.
If you’re invested say, 50% in the UK, then you’ll notice that the FTSE All-Share index is overweight in oil & gas and financials and grossly underweight in technology. The top 5 stocks account for more than 20% of the index. It’s not the most diversified index in the world, and the FTSE 100 even less so.
Diversification is the one free lunch in investing so it’s a good reason not to pop too many Union Jack coloured eggs in your basket; nor any tracker that’s hostage to the fortune of a few key players.

The Accumulator
Highlight

The Accumulator
Highlight

The Accumulator
Sticky Note
Not on this factsheet but on others
Product methodology – An important mechanic of any ETF is how they go about replicating their index.
	▪	Physical means they actually buy the stocks that make up the index.
	▪	Synthetic or swap means they don’t buy the stocks that make up the index. Instead they use a financial derivative called a total return swap to deliver the index return. It’s enough to make you want to sharpen your pitchfork and storm the mad Doctor’s castle.
	▪	Full means a physical ETF owns every stock in the index. You can expect faithful replication.
	▪	Blended, sampling and optimised mean that the ETF’s managers ape the index with less than a full hand of the underlying stocks. Normally because the index represents an expensive or illiquid market (e.g. Emerging Markets) that would make buying every stock extremely costly.
Reporting fund status – If your tracker is domiciled overseas then make sure it is a reporting fund. Otherwise capital gains will be taxed as nasty income tax rather than mild and gentle CGT (if the fund’s held outside of an ISA or SIPP).
Look out for excess reportable income if you’re a higher rate taxpayer.
UCITS compliant – UCITS is a regulatory standard for funds sold in the EU. Among other things UCITS lays down the law on niceties such as counter-party risk, conflict of interest management, and the amount of information funds are required to disclose to retail investors. It should come as standard on any index tracker you buy.
Securities lending – Many funds lend out their securities to the likes of hedge funds to indulge in a spot of short-selling. The resulting bunce reduces costs assuming the revenue is split between the fund manager and the investors. A good fund manager should tell you if they are running a securities lending programme and how the revenue is shared, if at all.
Securities lending exposes investors to counter-party risk and collateral risk.




